
STUDENT ASSISTANT DIRECTOR APPLICATION 
 

For every mainstage show in the ETHS theatre season, there is an opportunity for 
students to serve as assistant directors. These student directors are instrumental to the 
success of the show. Assistant directors can sometimes serve as stage managers, but 
for the purpose of this document/application, they are separate positions. The reason 
for this is that stage managers are sometimes are chosen from the stage crew based 
on the particular level of experience or a particular specialty in the crew. 

Obviously each director utilizes the AD in a different way.  

Job responsibilities/expectations: 

• Assistant directors are expected to attend rehearsals. Rehearsals are held 
daily from 4-6:30 (though Mondays vary depending on the meeting 
schedule of the director) and Saturdays from 10-4. Of course, everyone 
has conflicts, even ADs (within reason).  

• ADs are expected to maintain contact information for the cast and 
communicate schedules and all last minute changes.  

• ADs are expected to be present at auditions; whether that means the AD 
sits in on auditions or runs them from outside is up to the discretion of the 
director.  

• ADs are expected to maintain a rehearsal script, recording all blocking 
and cues.  

• ADs are expected to communicate with student leaders on the stage 
crew in regards to props, lights, costumes, etc.  

 

Please complete the second page of this application and submit it to Mr. Herbert or 
Mr. Carney. 

 

 



STUDENT ASSISTANT DIRECTOR APPLICATION 
If you’re clever, and you should be if you want to do this, you can type directly 

into this form on your computer. 

If you aren’t that clever, please be sure to type your responses. 

SUBMIT THIS PAGE TO MR. HERBERT OR MR. CARNEY 

	

FULL	NAME:	__________________________________________________________________________	

PHONE	#:		________________________________	 	 ID	#:				___________________________					

EMAIL	ADDRESS:	_________________________________________		 	 					GRAD.	YR:	________	

PARENT/GAURDIAN	NAME:	_____________________________________________________________	

PARENT/GAURDIAN	EMAIL:	_____________________________________________________________	

1. Why do you think you’re uniquely suited to work as an assistant director? What 
is special about you and your contribution to the process? (Please don’t say 
everything.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Is there a particular show you’d like to work on? Or a particular time slot? Is 
there a reason why any particular show appeals to you?  
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